
Shahid Daily Posting

8:45 - 9:05 am   Bobcats/Lions - Reading

Aim/Skill/Concept

Materials

Assessment 

Student work to complete from 9:05- 9:35 am 

Students:  As soon as you complete the assignment, put your name on it, take a picture of it and email it to your teacher 
to either bobcats@flps.com or lions@flps.com to receive credit.

9:15 - 9:35 am  Tigers - Reading

Aim/Skill/Concept: 

Materials:  

Assessment:  

Student work to complete from 9:35- 10:05 am 

Students: As soon as you complete the assignment, put your name on it, take a picture of it and email it to your teacher 
to tigers@flps.com to receive credit.

9:45 - 10:05 am  Bobcats/Lions Math

Aim/Skill/Concept:

Materials:  

Assessment:  

Student work to complete from 10:05-10:40 am 

Students:  As soon as you complete the assignment, put your name on it, take a picture of it and email it to your teacher 
to either bobcats@flps.com or lions@flps.com to receive credit.

Today's Aim/Skill Concept: .Story of the Week: "Yang the Eldest and His Odd Jobs". I can explain from our reading
selection all about the characters, and events, from Realistic Fiction. We will also further explain a plot with a beginning,
a middle, and an ending, As well as main characters overcoming challenges, and descriptive language. Pages 42-47

Materials needed for today: Reading Textbook "Trophies" Problem and Solution chart,
Journals, pencils

Assessment: Students will answer the following Questions: ( draw conclusions), (make
Predictions) (character motivation)and (Character /Traits) pages 42-47

1.Why does Fourth Brother think that playing music at the Pike Place Market would be the perfect job for Eldest Brother?( draw conclusions)
2.Fourth Brother sees a violinist and a flutist. How does the suffix in both words help you understand the meaning of violinist and flutist?
3.Do you think that Eldest Brother will agree to play at the outdoor market? Why or Why not?(make Predictions)
4.Why do you think that Eldest Brother decides to play at Pike Place Market? (character motivation)
5.Why do the people seem invisible to Eldest Brother?
6.What does this tell you about his character? (Character /Traits)

Today we will explore our story of the week: "Sees Behind Trees"Today you will explore Historical Fiction a
story set in the past and portrays people, places and events that did or could have happened. Focus skills is
Problems Actions ans solutions on pages 50-53.

Today's Aim/Skill Concept: Practice Graphing Integers on the Coordinate Plane
PW122 problems 9-17

Materials needed for today: Reading Textbook "Trophies" Problem Solution Chart,
Journals, pencils, spelling worksheet, graphics organizers.

Yellow Math Practice Workbook, pencil, journal, ruler,

Assessment: Answer the following Questions from: pages 50 and 53 question.

Students will graph and label the ordered pairs on a coordinate plane. PW122

1.What is the setting of the story? How do you know? (setting)
2.What problems do Walnut face? What is the cause of the problem? (cause and effect)
3.Why is it so important for Walnut to learn to shoot a bow? (cause and effect)How is Walnut 's mother helping him solve his problems?
4.What do you learn about walnut from his thoughts?
5.what does Walnut do to try to solve his problem?
6.What does this show about him?
7.Why does Walnut pretend he was joking with Brings the Deer? 8.How does Bring the Deer feels about Walnut? How do you know?

Complete problems; PW 122 pages 9-17



10:20 - 10:40 am Tigers - Math

Aim/Skill/Concept:

Materials:

Assessment:  

Student work to complete from 10:40-11:10 am 

Students: As soon as you complete the assignment, put your name on it, take a picture of it and email it to your teacher 
to tigers@flps.com to receive credit.

10:50 - 11:10 am Bobcats/Lions - Lang Arts

Aim/Skill/Concept:

Materials:  

Assessment:  

Student work to complete from 11:10-11:40 am 

Students:  As soon as you complete the assignment, put your name on it, take a picture of it and email it to your teacher 
to either bobcats@flps.com or lions@flps.com to receive credit.

11:20 - 11:40 am Tigers - Lang Arts

Aim/Skill/Concept:

Materials:

Assessment: 

Student work to complete from 12:35 - 1:05 pm 

Students: As soon as you complete the assignment, put your name on it, take a picture of it and email it to your teacher 
to tigers@flps.com to receive credit.

11:45 - 12:30 pm LUNCH

Today we will be working in our Practice Workbook Review- We will focus on Add
and Subtract mixed numbers on page PW116 1-4

To understand common nouns and proper nouns. 2. To be able to write common
nouns to complete the webs on page 5.

Students will seek to understand singular possessive noun shows ownership by one
person or thing. Add an apostrophe(') and s to most singular nouns to show possession.

 Practice Workbook page PW116, Journal, pencil, working computer, headphones,

Houghton, Mifflin, and Harcourt, Language Arts Workbook, journal, pencil,

Houghton, Mifflin, and Harcourt, Language Arts Workbook, journal, pencil,

Assessment: Student work To complete from 10:50-11:10 Independent Practice PW79
5-12 PW116

Students will complete page 5 from unit 1.

Students will seek to understand singular possessive noun shows ownership by one
person or thing. Add an apostrophe(') and s to most singular nouns to show possession.

Students complete Workbook Practice problem13-18 PW116.

To understand common nouns and proper nouns. 2. To be able to write common nouns to complete
the webs on page 5.

Write each sentence. Change the underline words to form a singular nouns to show possession.



12:35-12:55 pm   Bobcats/Lions - Soc Studies

Aim/Skill/Concept:

Materials

Assessment 

Student work to complete from 12:55-1:05 pm 

Students:  As soon as you complete the assignment, put your name on it, take a picture of it and email it to your teacher 
to either bobcats@flps.com or lions@flps.com to receive credit.

1:05 - 1:25 pm  Tigers - Soc. Studies

Aim/Skill/Concept:

Materials:  

Assessment:  

Student work to complete from 1:25-1:55 pm 

Students: As soon as you complete the assignment, put your name on it, take a picture of it and email it to your teacher 
to tigers@flps.com to receive credit.

1:35 - 1:55 pm  Bobcats/Lions Science
Aim/Skill/Concept:

Materials:  

Assessment:  

Student work to complete from 1:55-2:25 pm 

Students:  As soon as you complete the assignment, put your name on it, take a picture of it and email it to your teacher 
to either bobcats@flps.com or lions@flps.com to receive credit.

How to Read a Road Map? Skill 4 page 7. Students will study the map of the U.S.
interstate highway system below.

Students will focus on How to Read a Grid Map? skill 4 by looking at the world
map and labeling the questions. on page 7 & 8.

Students will show what they have learned from lesson one. How is science
different from other fields of study?

Skills Handbook Using Social Studies, Skills workbook for Bobcats and lions.

Skills Handbook Using Social Studies, Skills workbook for Tigers.

Teacher made Test.

Use the map to answer the questions on page 8 .

Use the map to answer the questions on page 8 .

1. What is Creativity in science?
2. What is Scientific Explanation? Can you evaluate scientific explanation?
3. How do scientists prove their ideas?
4. Scientist use ____________ ____________ including __________, Measurements and other data, to devise and evaluate explanations.
5. Describe how scientist use creativity in designing experiments.

How to Read a Grid Map? Skill 4 by looking at the world map and labeling the questions on page 7 &
8 questions 1-12 page 8.

How to Read a Grid Map? Skill 4 by looking at the world map and labeling the questions on page 7 &
8 questions 1-12 page 8.

Read Lesson 2 and define all highlighted words.



2:05 - 2:25 pm  Tigers-Science

Aim/Skill/Concept:

Materials:  

Assessment:  

Student work to complete for HW 

Students: As soon as you complete the assignment, put your name on it, take a picture of it and email it to your teacher 
to tigers@flps.com to receive credit.

2:30 - 2:50 pm  EXTRA HELP

Students will show what they know on how to recognize and explain authentic scientific investigation.
Recognize and explain the difference between personal opinion, verified observation

Teacher made Test.

1. What is Creativity in science?
2. What is Scientific Explanation? Can you evaluate scientific explanation?
3. How do scientists prove their ideas?
4. Scientist use ____________ ____________ including __________, Measurements and other data, to devise and evaluate explanations.
5. Describe how scientist use creativity in designing experiments.

Science:Read lesson 2 and define highlighted terms for tomorrow's discussion. pages 17-21
Spelling: Long vowel sounds for each word.
Math: Tigers Add and subtract mixed numbers page PW116
Reading: complete Workbook pages: See Link


